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PRESS QUOTES 

" Masterclass vivisection!  
Eclectic music material from the album INSIDE CITY, is result of the over two-year-long  

exploration of various artistic regions and genres. Just a sen-sa tion!" 
Forbes Polska 

"Effortlessly sophisticated jazz. Beautifully understated and very emotional at the same time" 
Beautifully understated – a new record by Slawek Dudar  makes a tribute to a specific kind of thinking 

about music, though, it’s filled with extremely personal emotions. Worth to listen! 
www.jazzservices.org.uk 

 
I found myself pleasantly surprised after listening to the 7 tracks on their latest release “Inside City”.  

You’ll enjoy checking out the music, and might want to consider adding it to your collection.  
 I highly recommend it.                                                                                  

  Jazz Lounge www.valleyplanet.com 
 



"Their music can described as contemporary jazz with a strong tendency to atmospheric jazz. Inside 
City is a child of the Polish jazz scene, which is addicted to the jazz mainstream.  Highly 

recommendable for jazz aficionados all over the world." 
www.smooth-jazz.de 

 
The album contains seven compositions by Dudar, creating less than 39 minutes of music, (...) I think 

that this fact is undoubtingly one of the greatest advantages of 'INSIDE CITY'. Slawek Dudar Quartet is 
set somewhere in between smooth jazz and fusion, however , due to the fact that the sound doesn't 
linger , the album gains freshness and vigor. Moreover , it gets some lightness, which in this kind of 

jazz music is rarely found and which doesn't weary at all! 
 www.jazzport.cz 

  
‘...the charm of his music is based on  perfect and deeply considered arrangements with the special 

emphasis on a great usage of a pianist.’  
‘…the performance of Dudar himself, who creates subtle phrases without any difficulties,  

being at the same time very creative. His densely woven phrases with sharp rhythm figures 
 and strongly sensed atmosphere of ‘contemporary times ‘referring to the album’s title makes 

 this music sound elegant and sophisticated.  All this breaks the previously imprinted picture  
of a heavy and gloomy Polish music. The leaders’ – Slawek Dudar’s - saxophone brings  

to mind the music of the greatest mainstream musicians of all times… 
Yoshinori Shirao, journalist, Japan   

I listened to it a number of times and never grew tired of it.  It’s a great group!!!  
Slawek Dudar Quartet has created a CD of original jazz that is both accessible and 

challenging. Although there are many musical surprises, each original song has a comfort zone that 
draws the listener in.  The musical taste is outstanding. Slawek, the leader and saxophone player has 

total command of the instrument."                                                                                                                                                                     
Bill Prince, multiinstrumentalista, USA 

I enjoyed the recording a lot—some great tunes and you play really nice. Good luck with it 
David Liebman / saxophone player / USA 

"Slawek Dudar  offers the high end music. And, as it happens to the high end – to take something 
 from there you need to reach this place first. That’s because it’s not a “cheap” jazz. Slawek Dudar’s 

album includes everything what the music should have –these are both atmosphere and topics ".                                                                       
                                                                                                Rafał Motriuk – Polskie Radio 

...’there is no intrusive sax promoting. Leader gives the field, performance is in team, collective. On 
the other hand he plays with the mood and, on one side there is energy and liveliness of a drummer, 

on the other the calm pianist’s chords. And this is the reason – when you put away all descriptions 
and comparisons –why the album is nice to listen.’  

Rafał Zieliński - Gazeta Wyborcza 

"…it is a solid and valuable contribution, especially due to the excellent compositions, which are all 
surprisingly diverse, melodic and far from being trivial or banal. Actually some of these tunes are truly 

outstanding to be honest. (…)Very well done gentlemen!"                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Adam Baruch – www.adambaruch.com 

‘What a great jazz in Wroclaw we have! The newest album of a saxophonist Slawek Dudar is a next 
evidence that Wroclaw’s jazz keeps a good level and may successfully represent us during the most 

prestigious international festivals. Beware of this CD – it really addicts!’ 
 Marta Wróbel, www.naszemiasto.pl 



ABOUT 

 

Not longer than a month after  the premiere, album INSIDE CITY was chosen as album of a month 

by FORBES, album of a week by a couple of radio stations and could be found on a list of 10 selected 

new music albums in TOP JAZZ among names such as Frank Sinatra, Monika Borzym, Los Angeles Trio 

and European Jazz Union among names such as Paolo Fresu, Artur Dutkiewicz Trio, Bill Naurance, 

Michiel Borstlap. Moreover the album has been presented on radio stations in Japan, England, 

Switzerland, USA, Germany, Australia and Poland. The album is available in shops like : Empik, Saturn, 

MediaMarkt,  in England and  Itunes, Deezer, Spotify, Wimp. 

New eclectic music material from the album INSIDE CITY is sonically and stylistically very different 

from the one included on the first album: BRAND NEW WORLD. This is the result of over a two-year 

long exploration in various areas of music - jazz, drums & bass, experimental music and Indian 

music. It's a set of genuine compositions by Slawek Dudar.   

Dynamism and minimalism, painting with the usage of colours and space, energetic solos of the 

guitarist, expressive and thoughtful solos of the pianist, with the support of unrestrained playing of 

the drummer, bass grooves and balanced solos of the saxophonist - that's what characterizes the 

entire album.  

The new  album of SŁAWEK DUDAR QUARTET has been recorded in one of the best recording studios 

in Poland - RecPublica in Lubrza.  

The final band has been forming for a longer period of time. Apart from the leader, its core member 

is a drummer, Wojtek Bulinski, Robert Jarmuzek (a pianist) – a member of numerous outstanding 

acoustic and ‘electric’ projects, and Adam Kabacinski – a bassist, guitarist, producer, songwriter, 

open-minded electronic and acoustic instrumentalist.  The album features Jacek Zamecki (singer and 

composer) and Artur Lesicki (guitarist).  

A premiere of a music video , produced by Barlomiej Bartosiewicz from Unia Tworcow, took place in 

the first week of March.  

You can watch it here:  
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mooqnBm4P8  
 
The promomix is available here: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0GakYnunnoI 

Website: 

www.slawekdudar.com 



BIO 

SŁAWEK DUDAR  -  a saxophonist,  teacher,  leader of a jazz quartet SŁAWEK DUDAR QUARTET,  

sideman,  arranger, composer, a student of The Karol Lipinski Music Academy of Wroclaw. He has 

given  a lot of concerts i.a. in Poland, Germany, France, Austria and the Netherlands.  

 In 2009 he was nominated to Wroclaw Musical Award in Popular Music category and to Gazeta 

Wyborcza Award WARTO 2009. What is more, he was also nominated, together with the Dutch 

band  COLLECTIVE JAZZ QUARTET  to ‘the Music Lovers’ Hope 2009’ by ‘Music Lovers’ Jazz 

Association „Melomani”.  

     

   He has participated in many contests and festivals, i.a.  Jazz Floor /Austria/, Bandoneon Festival / 

Germany/, 18th Music Meeting / the Netherlands/, ZAPPANALE #16 /Germany/, Görlitz Jazztage, 

International Film Festival Era New Horizons, International Competition of Jazzy Bands KROKUS JAZZ 

FESTIVAL /Jelenia Gora/, Jazz Festival in Wroclaw JAZZ NAD ODRA, International Festival of 

Traditional Jazz /Ilawa/, The National Big Band Festival /Nowy Tomysl/, Traditional Jazz Festival Hot 

Jazz Spring /Czestochowa/, International Jazz Struggle /Szczecin/, The Gardens of Songs Festival 

/Lublin/ WOW – The Huge Wroclaw Hazing /Wroclaw/, Music Zone in RAM Radio.  

    

He has cooperated with: The Music Theatre Capitol in Wroclaw, The Polish Theatre, The Dramatic 

Theatre in Legnica and Opera in Wroclaw. He performed also with The Philharmonic Orchestra in 

Opole and Lower Silesia, The Guitar Association in Wroclaw and Artistic Fund ARTISTIK.   

 

   He has participated in many jazz workshops with outstanding musicians like: Billy Harper, Kenny 

Garrett, Don Braden, Newman Taylor Baker, Francesca Tekstley, Paquito de Rivera, Piotr Wojtasik, 

Grzegorz Nagorski, Piotr Baron, Maciej Sikala, Jarosław Smietana, Mack Goldsbury, Leszek Zadlo, 

Wlodek Pawlik, Adam Pieronczy, Ernst Bier, Francois Theberge, Stefan Weeke, Jaromir Honzak and 

Christian Rover.  

 

He cooperated with such musicians as: Jeremy Pelt, Bodek Janke, Jean Clair de Ruwe, Boris 

Oostendorp,  Olivia Trummer, Freak Weber ,Mama Oliver, Max Nauta Simonsen, Louis di Matteo, 

Jacek Kochan, Piotr Wojtasik, Michal Baranski, Lukasz Pawlik, Krzysztof Kiljanski, Dominik Wania, 

Piotr Baron, Natalia Grosiak, Sambor Dudzinski.   

 

We can listen to his saxophone play on his own Slawek Dudar Quartet’s- BRAND NEW WORLD 

album,  JUNODUET’s – Kodex 2 (Magiera, L.A.) album , Forever Green, the recordings  of Urszula 

Dudziak and The Big Band from The University in Zielona Gora and ‘4871’ - LUNA Music CD.  

 



He used to be a listener and  teacher in The Private School of Jazz and Popular Music, he was also a 

saxophone tutor. As an active and researching musician he has also experimented with club music, 

where his saxophone play went through and explored totally different music regions. He performed 

in the biggest music clubs in Poland.  

 

ROBERT JARMUZEK – a pianist, composer, arranger. Member of many great bands, including: 

Mikromusic, Mariija, The Sound Office, Chromosomos and Coherence Quartet. In addition, working 

with other groups: Apostrophe Quartet, VBB, Leszek Cichonski, Maciej Fortuna Quartet, vocalists: 

Tim Mitchell, Missa Pacis Wawrzynowicz Martin, Roy Bennett Group, Lidka Pospieszalska. He worked 

with: Artur Lesicki, Tom Grabowy, Robert Szydlo, Piotr Baron, Adam Skrzypek, Olga Bonczyk, Mark 

Raduli, Leszek Cichonski, Jarek Smietana, Jorgos Skolias, Robert Szewczuga, Darek Ziolek, Marcin 

Pospieszalski, Arek Skolik, Marcin Lamch, Lukasz Kluczniak, LUC, Frank Parker.   

 ADAM KABACINSKI – a bassist, producer, songwriter  from Szczecin. Graduated  from jazz faculty in 

Karol Szymanowski Music Academy in Katowice. At present he lives and works in Wroclaw. Co-

creator, producer and bassist of projects: Margaret J. Project, Night Marks Electric Trio i Bap Neo. 

WOJTEK BULINSKI – a drummer graduated from the Music Academy in Wroclaw, taught by Dariusz 

Kaliszuk. He worked with artists such as Peter Wojtasik, Grzegorz Nagorski, Dante Luciani, Mack 

Goldsbury, Reggie Moore, Francesco Angiuli, Titilayo Adedokun, Mikromusic. A winner of numerous 

awards in jazz contests e.g. the first prize in the Jazz Juniors Contest in Cracow 2009 and the third 

prize in the Krokus Jazz Festival 2009 in Jelenia Gora - Lena Romul Quintet, III prize in Tarnow Jazz 

Contest 2009 - Bart Pernal Quintet. Currently working with a band Joao LOV Rocks and also with 

many others as a studio musician. 

 

ARTUR LESICKI – a guitarist, composer, teacher. Due to his wide musical interests he feels well in 

music genres connected with blues, jazz, fusion, rock and even pop. He participated in almost all 

Polish jazz festivals for many times : Jazz Jamboree, Warsaw Summer Jazz Days, Jazz Nad Odra etc. 

He frequently performed abroad – Japan, France, Itlay, Germany, the Netherlands etc. This guitarist 

can include to his career development cooperating with many front jazz musicians like Peter 

Herbolzheimer, Adam Holzman, Zbigniew Namysłowski, Wojciech Karolak , Tomasz Szukalski . He  

works very often as a studio musician recording music for theatre, film and pop stars purposes. 

 For more than ten years he has been giving lectures at the best and most prestigious Polish 

workshops.  

 



CONTACT 

 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L   B O O K I N G 

J A Z Z   A R T   M U S I C 

+49 15 7 8 4 5 3 4 0 5 0  

manager@slawekdudar.com 

 

 

P O L A N D  B O O K I N G  

I n d y g o   M a n a g e m e n t 

A G A T A    S Z A K I E L 

+4 8  6 9 7  9 1 7  3 3 9 

agata@indygo-management.com 

 

A R T I S T 
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info@slawekdudar.com 
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